ESD/S&D

How to Probe Their Minds
Be Prepared!!

Find out what is already known.

Literature

Existing ESD’s

Visit and become knowledgeable about MLRA, LRU, soils etc.
Develop List of Site Experts

Federal Agencies
State Agencies
Universities/ARS
Conservation Partners: NMACD, TNC, Ranchers, Producer Groups,
Site Experts
Partnership

Partnerships and inclusiveness
Ranchers
Universities/ARS
NMACD
Environmental Community
Agencies
other experts
Pre Development Site Visits!

Visit Soils Offices
Visit with site experts
Site Visit
  Begin taking digital photos
  Collecting information on sites and S&T
Set Up Meeting

Invite site experts and interested partners.
Assign facilitator and note taker(s)
Actual digital photos of sites/S&T & electronic and hard copy of existing site descriptions.
MLRA/LUR maps and concepts.
Meeting Format

Introduction of participants and expertise.

Introductory Training

Set the stage

Address any concerns

Set Goals and Objectives.